
Azure savings plan estimates now available in
CloudAtlas

Accelerate migration to the cloud with UnifyCloud

Azure savings plan estimates are now

available in CloudAtlas, providing the

data and analysis to make informed

decisions on cloud options and costs.

REDMOND, WASHINGTON, UNITED

STATES, January 24, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- UnifyCloud, a

global ISV and cloud solutions provider

focused on accelerating and managing

digital transformation and modernization, including infrastructure analysis, app and data

modernization, cybersecurity, compliance, and cost in the cloud, announces industry-leading

support for Azure savings plan for compute pricing.

A major part of the value of

CloudAtlas is quick delivery

of a comprehensive view of

cloud options and the cost-

saving opportunities

available for each of those

options.”

Vivek Bhatnagar, UnifyCloud

CTO and Co-founder

Understanding the different cloud options can be

overwhelming and Azure savings plan is one more option

to consider. Thankfully, with Azure savings plan estimates

now part of CloudAtlas analysis, providing all the

information needed to make the right decisions.

CloudAtlas presents detailed cost estimates across a wide

array of pricing options including pay-as-you-go, Azure

Hybrid Use Benefits (AHUB), Reserved Instance and now

Azure savings plan. Each plan has its own benefits with

different levels of flexibility and cost, and CloudAtlas

provides the analysis and insights to assess those benefits

and choose the best option.

With Azure savings plan for compute, save up to 65% compared to pay-as-you-go pricing,

optimize those savings automatically and save. This is done by making a 1- or 3-year compute

commitment to get a reduced rate to utilize those compute resources across all regions, instance

series and operating systems. This provides more flexibility than AHUB and Reserved Instance

while still unlocking significant cost savings.

“A major part of the value of CloudAtlas is quick delivery of a comprehensive view of cloud

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.unifycloud.com/


options and the cost-saving opportunities available for each of those options.” noted

UnifyCloud’s CTO and co-founder Vivek Bhatnagar. “With the inclusion of Azure savings plan for

compute along with Azure Hybrid Use Benefits and Reserved Instance, CloudAtlas continues to

give the most complete picture to guide digital transformation.”

See how CloudAtlas can help find the best, most cost-effective path to the cloud by visiting

unifycloud.com.

About UnifyCloud:

UnifyCloud was born in the cloud with the creation of the CloudAtlas platform to accelerate the

modernization and migration of infrastructure, workloads, applications, and databases to the

cloud. Built on Azure PaaS, CloudAtlas spans the entire cloud migration journey, assessing,

migrating, and optimizing to Azure. UnifyCloud has been recognized three consecutive years as a

Microsoft Partner of the Year honoree – 2022 Migration to Azure finalist, 2021 Modernizing

Applications finalist and 2020 Solution Assessment winner – and is proud to be a Microsoft Gold

Partner, Cloud Solution Provider, Azure Data PAC member, IP Cosell Partner, and previously

named one of Inc. 500’s fastest-growing Private Companies. For more information, contact

marke@unifycloud.com or visit unifycloud.com.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/613113430
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